
STOP CORRUPTION
FOUNDATION 
NGO IN SLOVAKIA



Some people believe NGO'S are evil...



We are not.
We're experts and activists 
passionate about our mission 
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WHY WE NEED TO DO IT...





No change can be made 
unless we refuse to tolerate corruption. 

 



No change can be made 
unless we refuse to tolerate corruption. 

 Whistleblowers play an important role
in fighting the issue 



FACES OF CHANGE



Brave woodsman

Thousands of seedlings got lost. The
company responsible for planting them
simply threw them away. Woodsman
Matúš Hríbik found them hidden and
burried in the ground. 

After he notified his superiors, he was
subjected to police questioning and
feared he might lose his job. 

Meanwhile, the company was negotiating
another business deal with the state. We
provided legal help to Mr. Hríbik and the
prosecutor finally dismissed complaints
filed against him as groundless.



Shady business at Catholic University

Ms. Bočeková worked as a supervisor at 
a catholic university and she noticed some
shady transactions going on there.

When she reported it, they fired her.  

We provided Ms. Bočeková with lawyers
who represented her at court.

The result?

The court ruled Ms. Bočeková was
wrongfully layed off and ordered her lost
salary to be payed in full.

 



Whistleblowing is not easy.



Whistleblowing is not easy.
But it should be.



That's why we began to push for 
better protection for whistleblowers 



We've called for meeting of parliament
representatives and introduced the idea



We've called for meeting of parliament
representatives and intoduced the idea

And we were successful!



new Office of Whistleblower Protection
no whistleblower can be fired from work rule
financial reward for reporting corruption

The new law introduced



stand by whistleblowers
make sure they are granted protection they
deserve
educate and motivate people to report
corruption

New Office of Whistleblower Protection 
shall be a powerful institution. Its main job is to:



Although the law was passed in 2019...



It's been a long journey....



Politicians are very busy you see... 



They fight their own battles...



They couldn't bring themselves 
to elect a head of the new office



But we kept pushing...



We even created a website counting days since 
the new office was established but not in operation

563
dní



At last, the politicians did elect 
a head of the new Institution



And our favoured
candidate won.

Zuzana Dlugošová was
chosen via transparent
selection process which 
we oversaw.



We prefer to push for positive change.
However, most of the time our job consists
of preventing disasters from happening. 



Deputy prime minister
had this great idea 
to speed up the process 
of public procurement 
by basically ruining it 
completely



He proposed an amendment
to a law suggesting all works
under 5.3 million euros need
no public procurement 
and can be assigned 
to whomever



Needless to say, 
that would create a fertile ground 
for corruption and favouritism



As much as 1 billion euros
would fly under the radar and 
we would have no idea how it
was spent and in whose
pockets it ended



NGOs joined their forces



petition
pressure
press conferences
open letters



It worked!
Mr. Holý gave up on the idea.



WHAT WE'VE LEARNED
BEST PRACTICES



lobbying
collaborating with other NGOs  

collaborating with authorities 
involving the general public (bottom-up change)
explaining and communicating clearly 

      (We're stronger together)

     why we should care - make it relatable



WHO PAYS FOR IT?



Some people truly believe it's Mr. Soros



In Slovakia, 
2% of taxes can be assigned 
to any NGO people choose.



THANK YOU
FOR YOUR ATTENTION


